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About This Game

Freebie is a casual game where you launch a ball against a paddle and hit a green surface. Be careful not to hit the red surfaces
or you'll lose a life!

Two Game Modes:
-Normal mode

-Epilepsy mode (This mode is unsuitable for those prone to epileptic seizures.)
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Publisher:
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It is a small colorful and fun game, where you have to be good at coordinating eyes and hand. It gradually pick up the speed as
you progress, which it make harder as much as it look simple. I do recommend it with warm heart to anyone who is into simple
fun.. NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO. Freebie, This is like every trash game I've reviewed combined into
one.. KOH7AH approved.. The only thing you do in this game is shoot a ball from either the top left corner or bottom right
corner towards a spinning stick, that then bounces towards a side of the square you're inside. If the side it hits is one of the two
green sides, you get a point, if its one of the two red sides you lose a heart.

And that's it. The game is very limited, boring and repetitive, and my time played is in effort to earn the 4 steam card drops..
Why do I keep doing this to myself? I'm like 95% sure if I talked with the developer, I would come to find this game was made
in an hour. It looks like some sloppy microsoft paint job with, some free generic sound effect, with some free generic annoying
music. Ugh... Oh and everytime you shoot the ball it takes a screenshot, so I had 150 images when I exited. Lovely.. Very good
ideas, for a time killer game.. This game would be recieve a good review from me, if it were free.. JOGO♥♥♥♥♥♥
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It's surprisnigly not that bad.
It's simple yet challenging.
. Should be free but isn't. If you get it for free e.g. from a giveaway it's entertaining for about 10 minutes, otherwise don't buy
this 1 euro minigame. I liked it, even though its simple it can be alot of fun.
probably wont touch it again since i got the achievements.. Name is Freebie, developer is Free Games Info, costs 0.99. Welp,
okay. Coooool..... Easy cards and easy 100% achievements.
Sadly, it's a very limited game, the preview video pretty much sums everything it is about.

I'm sorry but I must leave a negative review.. Addicting arcade game :)
Not sure why it's called Freebie when it isn't free, but oh well.
Solid/10. It's difficult ;-;
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